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 was released on November 15, 2007. It was released for the PlayStation 3, PlayStation Portable (PSP), and PC. The game
features the return of the Master Chief character, a sequel to the highly successful Halo: Combat Evolved, which features a
completely different set of enemies and game world. Originally intended to be released as a trilogy, the game was cancelled

following the release of Halo 3: ODST, though it was later confirmed that it would be continued. The game marks the third time
that Bungie has served as lead developer in the Halo franchise, after Marathon series, which was planned as a trilogy as well, and

two Halo titles which were developed by Bungie and published by Microsoft Game Studios. The game was met with critical
acclaim, and received an aggregate score of 86/100 on Metacritic. It was the highest-rated video game of 2007 and the highest-
rated Xbox 360 game released as of July 2008. It is also the first video game to reach the top spot on the UK sales charts since

Halo: Combat Evolved. It was also the most successful Halo game of all time, with over 10 million copies sold, including
800,000 copies in the United States. The game was released for the Xbox 360 in Europe and North America on November 15,

2007. On November 19, 2007, it was released in Japan, Australia, and New Zealand. Contents The game centers around the
Master Chief, a character who, after the events of Halo 2, has become a fugitive wanted by the Guilty Spark-controlled

Covenant, the main antagonists of the series. The player takes the role of a Spartan III (Halo 3 used the term "Spartan IV",
which was used to prevent confusion with the Master Chief) sent to recapture the Master Chief and bring him in. The game

features a few additional characters as well, including Anderson and his colleagues, Noble Six and Noble Nine. It also adds the
Flood, an intelligent alien parasite species introduced in Halo: Combat Evolved. Halo 3 includes several gameplay features that
were not included in Halo 2, as well as changes from the previous games in the Halo series. The game takes place on the planet
Halo, which serves as a galactic police station, as well as the headquarters of the UNSC (United Nations Space Command) and
the Covenant, two rival extraterrestrial races. When the Covenant attack the UNSC homeworld of Reach, which serves as the

first base in the series, the UN 82157476af
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